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1. Project Description 

This project deals with (i) the design of a flexible database model for Product/Catalog 

Integration, (ii) the development of data processes in order to handle the 

Product/Catalog Integration, and (iii) the development of a prototype that allows us to 

test the viability of the proposed System for Catalog Integration. 

1.1. Document Structure 

This document is organized as follows:  

• Chapter 1, Project Description: It is the Introduction to the project. It includes the 

abstract, the motivation and the goals of the project.  

• Chapter 2, Product/Catalog Integration from Different Websites: A general 

Chapter that describes the state of the Data Integration problem. 

• Chapter 3, Analysis of the Product/Catalog Integration System: The analysis 

and user requirements of the Product/Catalog Integration System.  

• Chapter 4, Functional Design: The design of the Product/Catalog Integration 

System, its data model and architecture.  

• Chapter 5, Data Model and Prototype Implementation: This Chapter explains 

the implementation of a prototype that satisfies the requirements of Chapter 3.  

• Chapter 6, Results and Conclusions: This Chapter is the last of the document 

and explains the results and conclusions obtained from the development of this 

project.  
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1.2. Abstract 

The availability of a large number of users and the possibility of a worldwide market via 

internet have led to most of retailers, supermarkets, book stores etc. to offer their 

product lines over the internet. This circumstance has resulted in a rapid growth of 

electronic commerce.  

The fact that there are hundreds of on-line suppliers that offer the same products with 

different descriptions and prices propitiates a new kind of web applications under the 

pseudonym "Comparators". 

The main advantage of this kind of applications is that they allow users (i) to access the 

complete information of a product available on different electronic commerce catalogs, 

and (ii) to save the effort of browsing those different websites.  

The challenge of developing this type of applications is to integrate into a single catalog 

the same products available on different electronic commerce catalogs with different 

descriptions and taxonomies. Therefore, it is necessary to follow some tasks that will 

try to overcome the data heterogeneity that appears among the different supplier 

catalogs.  

1.3. Motivation 

Nowadays, there is a huge amount of websites dedicated to electronic commerce (e-

commerce) over the same domain (books, electronic components, food products...). 

Behind these platforms reside databases whose design has been independently made 

from each other. Moreover product data are only perceived through the web interface 

of the e-commerce platforms. Both database schemas and data values are very 

different from each other. These differences are called in the literature "Semantic 

heterogeneity" [1]. Thus, for objects of a same domain there may be many differences 

among them, both syntactic and semantic.  

For example, "Canon EOS 70D Cuerpo (Cámara réflex, 20MP, Wi-Fi, Full HD)" is the 

name of a digital camera in Redcoon.es, but the same camera is called "Canon Eos 
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70D sólo cuerpo" in Pixmania.es. They are names very similar, and it's easy for a 

human to notice that they are the same product, but it is not a simple task for a 

computer. Moreover, between those two suppliers can be observed schema 

differences. For example, in Redcoon.es, the camera brand appears as an 

independent attribute; however, in Pixamnia.es that's not so, the camera brand 

appears only inside the name string. 

The desire to access all information sources for the same domain through a consistent 

interface has been the goal of many systems of data integration [2]. The main 

challenge faced by systems that integrate information is to overcome (or to limit) the 

effect of semantic heterogeneity. 

There are different types of applications which exploit the potential advantages 

provided by data integration. The catalogs of products of a determined online domain 

are too wide that the average user neither has time nor wish for browsing among the 

different e-commerce websites. This problem is tried to be solved by a modern type of 

websites, called "Comparators", which offer the user the "best product deal" effortless 

among different e-commerce sites. One characteristic is that Comparators merge 

under the same interface the product data with the comparison of the different product 

descriptions and prices obtained from the websites in which that product is available. 

Other applications based on data integration, are: 

• "Competition Monitoring" for companies. The main goal of Competition 

Monitoring is to follow the activity of other companies that make similar products 

or technologies. 

• "Business intelligence Applications" for manufacturers. They offer an historical 

view of their products prices among different companies.  

To carry out any of these applications, it is necessary to walk through some stages that 

will finish into the correct data integration and fusion. 

i. In first place, it is needed the data extraction form the websites. These 

techniques are known as web crawling or web scraping. 

ii. In second place, there is a normalization process of the obtained data from 

stage (i) to a same format and schema. This schema must be designed 
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according to the product properties obtained in stage (i). We understand by 

schema the set of different domain attributes recognizable from the different 

websites from which the data has been obtained.  

iii. Duplicate detection. It consists on identifying the same products that came from 

different sources of stage (i), in the normalized data set (stage (ii)). The success 

of applications above indicated strongly depends on the precision of this task. 

iv. Data fusion. In this stage, duplicate representations are combined and fused 

into a single representation while possible inconsistencies in the data are 

resolved. 

After this process, a data integration-based application could be developed. This 

project is focused on the steps (ii) and (iii) of the process of data integration and fusion. 

1.4. Goals of the Project 

The specific objectives of this project are the following:  

I. To study the State of the Art about the Data Integration problem.  

II. To define the pieces of information of the products that are needed to be 

cataloged. 

III. To define the requirements, the design of a Product/Catalog Integration System 

with minimal human intervention.  

IV. To design a flexible database model for Product/Catalog Integration  

V. To define the processes implicated in the System.  

VI. The development of a prototype that allows us to test the viability of the 

proposed Product/Catalog Integration System.  

VII. To analyze the results of the implemented prototype. 
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2. Product/Catalog Integration from Different 

Websites 

In this Chapter, we explain the general problem of data integration and the particular 

problem of data fusion. In the Chapter, we identify the three main stages to build a 

Data Integration/Fusion System: Schema mapping, duplicate detection and data fusion. 

We also consider the measures to benchmarking such kind of systems: completeness 

and conciseness. Moreover, the main characteristics of Product/Catalog integration 

from different websites are indicated in Section 2.5.  

2.1. Data Integration 

Data integration involves combining data residing in different sources and providing 

users with a unified view of these data. In data integration the sources are databases 

containing data over the same domain. Database schemas are quite different from 

each other because they have been developed by independent parties. These 

differences are referred to as “semantic heterogeneity” [1]. Resolving semantic 

heterogeneity is crucial for building data-sharing applications. 

There are different scenarios of data integration in where semantic heterogeneity 

appears as a main problem: 

Enterprise information integration. It involves accessing and analyzing data residing in 

multiple sources, such as database systems, legacy systems, ERP systems, XML files 

and feeds. This is the case when an enterprise requires a single view of a customer 

and must interact with different databases. Queries must handle differences among 

data sources and their results must be reconciled. As the database schemas are 

different, then, it is required somewhat similar to a global schema in order to get correct 

query-results. 

Merchant catalog mapping.  This is a typical example of semantic heterogeneity. It 

occurs in aggregating product from different catalogs. Amazon.com is a good example: 
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many retailers attempt to sell their products via Amazon. The application requires 

aggregating different catalogs that are usually represented by a hierarchy of products 

and their associated descriptions. In this case, heterogeneity occurs not only in the 

schema but also in the actual data values themselves. For example, there may be 

multiple ways to referring to the same product. 

The fundamental reason that makes semantic heterogeneity a complex problem is that 

the data sets were developed independently, and therefore varying structures were 

used to represent the same or overlapping concepts. The solutions for schema and 

data values heterogeneity requires a human-assisted process and there is no a 

complete automatic solution. 

Data integration based applications, which can access the different databases, their 

schemas and metadata, have been designed around the concepts of “schema 

integration” and “schema mapping”. In both methods, you need to use techniques to 

handle different element names (tables, attributes), data types, data instances, 

structure and integrity constrains.  

Schema integration considers the individual schemas and tries to generate a new 

global schema that is minimal and understandable (see Batini et al. [3]).  However, 

schema mapping assumes a given target schema, i.e., there is a need to include a set 

of database sources in a given integrated database. The goal of both approaches is the 

same: transform data of the sources so that it conforms to a common global schema. 

One of the advantages of information integration systems is that the user of such a 

system has a complete and concise overview of all existing data without needing to 

access all data sources separately. The integrated view must be (a) complete, no 

object is forgotten in the result; (b) concise, no object is represented twice and data 

presented to user have no inconsistencies. These ideas allow Bleiholder and Naumann 

[2] to provide a slightly different notion of data integration. Bleiholder and Naumann 

define in [2] the notion of Data fusion as the process of fusing multiple records 

representing the same real-world object into a single, consistent, and clean 

representation. In the following Section, we explain data fusion in detail. 
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2.2. Data Fusion 

There is no technical problem for obtaining data from different databases stored in 

different machines. The main problem is the semantic heterogeneity: (a) the detection 

of equivalent schema elements in different sources (schema mapping), and (b) the 

detection of equivalent object descriptions (duplicate detection). 

Thus, following the ideas of Bleiholder and Naumann [2], data fusion process has at 

least three phases: (1) Schema mapping, (2) Duplicate detection, and (3) Data fusion. 

Phase 1. Schema mapping. Identifying attributes that are used to describe the 

information items in the source and providing a correspondence among the different 

sources. The result of this stage is a schema mapping which allows the system to 

transform the data in a source into a common representation.  The data transformation 

from one source to the common representation can be implemented as an ETL 

(Extract-Transform-Load) process. 

Phase 2. Duplicate detection. The target of this stage is to identify the different 

representations of the same object. Duplicate detection is also known as record 

linkage, object identification and so on.  The output of this stage is the input for data 

fusion stage. One of the most common sources of mismatches in database entries is 

the typographical variation of string of data. Thus, in absence of global object identifiers 

in the records, duplicate detection typically relies on string comparison.  Among the 

similarity metrics the more frequent used are edit distance, Jaro distance, and Smith-

Waterman distance. Elmagarmid et al. provide a complete survey in [4]. 

Thus, duplicate detection is merely the comparison of each pair of objects using a 

similarity measure. In duplicate detection, a threshold is applied to declare a pair of 

objects as duplicate or not duplicate. The quality of the similarity measure is measured 

by the recall factor and the precision factor. The recall is defined as the percentage of 

duplicate records being correctly identified. For example, let A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, 

and C1 are the records, and let {A1, A2, A3} and {B1, B2, B3} be the different 

representations of records A, and B.  If the duplicate detection returns {A1, A2, C1} and 

{B1, B2} as duplicates, then we have a recall of 4/6 x 100%= 66,7 %. The precision 

factor is related with false merges. The false-positive error is the percentage of records 

wrongly identified as duplicates, in the example 1/6 x 100% (17%). The precision is 
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100%-false-positive error, i.e., 83%. There exists a tradeoff between recall and 

precision, called recall/precision dilemma. Let us observe that a low threshold results in 

high recall and low precision; and a too-high threshold results in low recall and high 

precision. Tuning the threshold is domain specific and dataset specific. 

Techniques for duplicate detection are limited by their efficiency because datasets are 

often very large and some particular similarity measures have high complexity. For 

example, the complexity of the Levenshtein-distance is O(m,n) for comparing two 

strings of lengths m and n respectively.  Some methods for duplicate detection are 

based on sorted datasets and the application of the actual distance only for a limited 

set of pairs. This is the case of the fuzzy-lookup method that will be used in this project 

[15]. 

The final result of the duplicate detection stage is the assignment of a unique object-

identifier to each duplicate record. More precisely, records which are declared as 

duplicate, form a cluster of records sharing the same object-identifier. Obviously, the 

relation “duplicate” on the whole set of records is an equivalence relation: it is reflexive, 

symmetric and transitive. However, in general, there is a loss of precision when 

computing the transitive closure from partial results due to the uncertainty of the 

similarity measure obtained. For example, let us consider a threshold of 0.7, and A1 is 

duplicate of A2, sim(A1, A2)= 0.8; A2 is duplicate of C1, sim(A2, C1)=0.7; by a direct 

closure computation, A1 is duplicate of C1. However, sim(A1, C1) could be computed 

by sim(A1, C1)= sim(A1, A2) x sim(A2, C1)= 0.56 < 0.7. A1 is not declared duplicate of 

C1. It is necessary to calculate sim(A1, C1) by the duplicate detection to know it the 

actual value sim(A1, C1) is greater than the threshold. 

While resolving the recall/precision dilemma for duplicate detection is a hard problem, it 

is possible to reduce the loss of precision from transitive closure computation by the 

introduction of uncertainty into the computation of the closure.   

Phase 3. Data fusion.  The clusters forming by duplicate records have in general 

multiple representations. The goal of data fusion is to provide a single representation 

for those clusters. As we have indicated, there are different ways of representing the 

same real-world object in the data sources. This fact generates three types of conflict: 

• Schematic conflicts: different attribute names. 
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• Identity conflicts: the way of identifying an object may be different in the data 

sources. 

• Data conflicts: for the same real-world object (e.g., a student), with the common 

attributes defined, there are sources that do not agree on its common attribute 

value (e.g., one source reports age 23 and other source age 25). 

During the first two phases, schematic conflicts and identity conflicts are partially 

resolved; however, data conflicts remain. The Data fusion stage attempts to provide a 

consistent representation by resolving data conflicts. Data fusion strategies are 

conceptually simple: 

• "Pass it on". It delegates the conflict to user or application.  

• "Take the Information". It prefers values over null values. 

• "Trust your friends". It takes the value for a privileged source. 

• "Keep up to date". It takes the most recent value. 

In [2], the reader can find more data fusion techniques and how relational operators 

can be applied for data fusion.  

2.3. Completeness and Conciseness 

Integrating data from different sources, has the goals: (a) the integrated view must be 

complete, no object is forgotten in the result; and (b) the integrated view must be 

concise, no object is represented twice and data presented to user have no 

inconsistencies. Therefore, the main two goals of data fusion are (i) increasing the 

completeness, and (ii) increasing the conciseness of data that is available to users and 

applications.  

By adding more and more data sources from the same domain of objects the 

completeness of the system is increased. This means more objects and more attributes 

describing the objects. An increase in conciseness is achieved by removing redundant 

data, i.e., by detecting duplicates and by merging common attributes. These two 
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dimensions of the systems can be defined precisely by a measure of completeness 

and a measure of conciseness. Again, there is a tradeoff between completeness and 

conciseness similar to the recall/precision dilemma in duplicate detection. 

In the following, we will explain these two measures by using the same example given 

in [2]. 

 

Figure 2.2. [2] Source S has three objects with attributes (A, B, ID) and source T has three objects with 

attributes (B, C, ID).  Common attributes have the same letter and ID is a unique identifier for the objects 

(e.g., ISBN for books, EAN code, or DNI for students). 

Extensional completeness is the number of unique object representations in a dataset 

in relation to the overall number of unique objects in the real world. 

Extensional completeness = #unique objects in dataset / #all unique objects in the 

domain where: 

 #unique objects in data set: cardinality of the set “unique objects in data set”, 

 #all unique objects in the domain: cardinality of the set “all unique objects in the 

 domain”. 

Let us assume that #all unique objects in the domain = 4. Then, the Extensional 

completeness = 4/4.  

Intensional completeness is the number of unique attributes in a dataset in relation to 

the overall number of unique attributes available. In Figure 2.2, the intensional 

completeness is 4/4 because the result contains 4 attributes (S.A, B, ID, T.C) out of all 
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four unique attributes S.A, S.B, S.ID, T.B, T.C, T.ID, with schema mapping S.B <-> T.B, 

and S.ID <-> T.ID. 

Example in Figure 2.2, is very simple. There are only four unique objects in the real 

world. These objects have been captured after data fusion in the result table. The 

attributes describing these objects are partially captured in source S and source T. 

Source S contains A as an attribute; and source T contains C as an attribute. The 

common attributes are B and ID. After data fusion, the schema mapping has identified 

the common and non-common attributes from the different sources.   

Intuitively, conciseness measures that the information given to the user is not 

redundant. 

Extensional conciseness is the number of unique objects in dataset in relation to the 

overall number of object representations in dataset. 

Extensional conciseness = #unique objects in dataset / #all objects in dataset. 

In the example in Figure 2.2, Extensional conciseness = 4/4. In the result, there are 4 

unique objects, and in the result table, there are 4 registers for the objects. 

Intensional conciseness measures the number of unique attributes of a dataset in 

relation to the overall number of attributes. 

Again, in Example, the intensional conciseness is 4/4. The number of unique attributes 

that are necessary to describe the data are 4, and the number of attributes in the result 

table is 4. 

Let us observe that there are four degrees of integration when integrating the data 

sources. Again, this fact is illustrated by an example extracted from [2].  
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Figure 2.3. [2] Four degrees of integration for the example in Figure 2.2 

In Figure 2.3, there are two sources S and T. The attributes in source S are (S.A, S.B, 

S.ID) and source S provides 3 objects. The attributes in source T are (T.B, T.C, T.ID) 

and source T provides 3 objects. Let us consider that common attributes are 

represented by the same letter.  

In Figure 2.3 (a), the fusion system simply stores the data from sources S and T in a 

same common table by expanding the attributes. Thus, no mapping and no object 

identifier is used.  

In Figure 2.3 (b), the fusion system stores the data from sources S and T in a table in 

where has been used a schema mapping among common attributes. These common 

attributes have been identified in the sources. However, the fusion system has not 

been able to identify duplicate records.  

In Figure 2.3 (c), the fusion system stores the data from sources S and T in a table in 

where the object ID attribute has been identified. Duplicate detection is merely to 

identify records with the same ID value. 
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In Figure 2.3 (d), the fusion system is complete. The common attributes have been 

identified and duplicate detection has been applied. Let us observe that the object with 

ID 2, in source S, S.B is “null”, and in source T, T.B is “n”. In the fusion the final value is 

“n”. The conflict S.B and T.B has been resolved via fusion rule "Take the information".  

In the following Table 2.1, we provide the measures of completeness and conciseness 

for the four cases given in Figure 2.3. Let us assume that there are only 4 unique 

objects in the real domain. In that case, completeness is 100% because the two 

sources contain all the objects in the domain. Let us observe that extensional 

conciseness is low in the case that a mechanism of duplicate detection is not available. 

 Case (a) 

No mapping and 

no object 

identifier used 

Case (b) 

Attribute 

mapping used 

but not object 

identifier used 

Case (c) 

Partial attribute 

mapping used 

and object 

identifier used 

Case (d) 

Attribute 

mapping used 

and object 

identifier used 

Extensional 

completeness 
4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 

Intensional 

completeness 
4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 

Extensional 

conciseness 
4/6 4/6 4/4 4/4 

Intensional 

conciseness 
4/6 4/4 4/5 4/4 

 

Table 2.1.  Measures of completeness and conciseness for the four degrees of integration in the example 

of Figure 2.3. 
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2.4. Some Information Systems for Data Integration/ 
Fusion 

In the literature, you can find many references about systems for data integration. As 

you can observe in Table 2.2, many of the systems are based on providing a schema 

mapping among the different databases which one wants to integrate. Schema 

mapping assumes a given target schema and the main technique is schema matching: 

identify table elements in the databases as common elements with respect to an 

element of the target schema, i.e., matching table elements to elements of target table. 

It is not a surprise that schema matching is a hand crafted task because there are not 

automatic solutions for the task. 

 

Table 2.2. [2] Some systems for data integration. 

The systems in Table 2.2 are built by assuming that they have complete access to any 

information about the databases: data, metadata, schema and so on. This is an 

important advantage when taking into account the problem of duplicate detection. This 

is the reason that many of the systems assume the existence of a global Id or a 

mapping table for the records in the different data sources. Obviously, duplicate 

detection is implicitly solved because records with the same id correspond with the 

same real object (e.g., books and ISBN, persons and SS number, food products and 

standard code, and so on). 

As we will see in the next Section, there are important differences between schema 

mapping from different databases and data integration of data sources obtained from 
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different web sites. The current project is oriented to integration of web sites, so we 

give some notions and details about such integration systems. 

2.5. Product/Catalog Integration from Different 
Websites 

Internet is an open public network with endless commercial opportunities. Internet 

marketplaces allow web system designers to integrate an enormous number of product 

catalogs from different websites. Product Data Integration, or simply Product/Catalog 

Integration, is a particular case of data integration when the information is related with 

descriptions of different real products that are available in e-commerce websites. 

However, product descriptions are just one element in exchanging information in e-

commerce systems among different vendors (Business to Business model, B2B model) 

or among multiple buyers and vendors (Client to Business model, C2B model). Product 

descriptions are the blocks for building the so-called electronic catalogs, or simply e-

catalogs. In general, an e-catalog can include other information about the vendor, the 

manufacturer, the lead-time, the delivery time and cost, and other business-related 

considerations. In addition, an e-catalog can include other control information as 

catalog version, date and identification number. All these information forms the "catalog 

structure". However, this is a simplistic point of view what means an e-catalog when the 

e-catalog is part of the structure of a website. 

Users tend to use navigation even when they know what they want [8]. Therefore, the 

e-catalog serves as a product categorization hierarchy, i.e., users navigate through the 

hierarchy until they reach the list of products in where they can find out the desired 

product. From this point of view, one can define two types of information in an e-

catalog [8]: product catalog and hierarchy of categories.  

In many websites a product catalog corresponds to a list of products, displayed in one 

or several web pages, obtained in the last points (leafs of a hierarchical tree) of the 

hierarchy of categories. A product catalog provides ordinary product information in a 

product-by-product way: product number, product brand, product description, quantity, 

price and offer, product image, and so on. 
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A hierarchy of categories, or simply a hierarchy, is defined as the whole set of products 

that share common properties or common characteristics. The ideal situation is that 

these properties can be represented as propositional conditions over the attributes of 

the products; however, this is not the case and the hierarchy is an ad-hoc way to 

classify the products. The typical hierarchy is represented by a tree: an internal node 

represents a sub-category, and a leaf node provides a list of products that fall in a 

branch of the tree. Figure 2.4 shows an extract of a hierarchy for the main category of 

Electronics. 

 

Figure 2.4.  [8] An extract of a hierarchy of categories for the main category of Electronics. Internal nodes 

represent different sub-categories and leaf nodes contain product descriptions. A general product 

classification can also be obtained by providing some relations among internal nodes (dashed line). 

An idea of a system that provides the integration of different websites containing 

product catalogs and hierarchies of categories is shown in Figure 2.5. This system is 

proposed by Kim et al. in [8]. 

As we have indicated in previous Sections, merging information about products coming 

from different web sources in a unique website has the real problem of information 

heterogeneity. This heterogeneity arises in at least two levels: the content and 

description of products, and the information and structure of the hierarchy of 

categories. 
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Description of products is different from one web to another because people describe 

the same products in different ways. Similarly, people classify products in different 

forms. Thus, hierarchies of categories are not aligned among different webs even if 

they refer to the same product domain. Perhaps, a common ontology for the products 

could help in the integration task. Therefore, a possible technique to resolve the 

problem of information heterogeneity at the level of classification of products is the use 

of standard classification schemas. 

 

   

Figure 2.5. [8] An abstract view of a system for the integration of product catalogs and hierarchies of 

categories.   

Here, we briefly indicated some considerations about the standardization approach. 

In the standardization approach a common vocabulary and common protocol are 

proposed for all parties involved in a business exchange.  UNSPSC [5] is a typical 

example for a horizontal standard that covers all possible product domains but it is not 

very detailed in any particular domain. In Figure 2.6, an example of the UNSPSC 

hierarchical classification schema is given. 
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Figure 2.6. Example of the UNSPSC hierarchical classification schema. 

Another example is RosettaNet [6]: “RosettaNet is a non-profit consortiumm aimed at 

establishing standard processes for the sharing of business information (B2B). 

RosettaNet is a consortium of major Computer and Consumer Electronics, Electronic 

Components, Semiconductor Manufacturing, Telecommunications and Logistics 

companies working to create and implement industry-wide, open e-business process 

standards. These standards form a common e-business language, aligning processes 

between supply chain partners on a global basis.” (original source Wikipedia: Rosetta 

Net). 

RosettaNet is an example of a vertical standard that describes computer hardware and 

software products in detail. Vertical standards describe a certain product domain in 

more detail than common horizontal ones.  

Unfortunately, e-commerce standards are not widely adopted in e-commerce websites.  

However, although standards were widely adopted, it is conceivable that some form of 

integration would still be required because vendors may differ in the ways they 

describe their products: different sets of attributes or vocabulary to describe the same 

product. Naming conflicts are mainly due to synonymous, and missing attributes are 

due to the fact that, from the vendor's perspective, some attributes are more relevant 

than others. 

Product/Catalog Integration from different websites has to deal with a large and 

evolving number of e-commerce websites that contain product descriptions with little 

metadata about the characteristics of the sources. In fact, a database containing the 

schema and the data about products is hidden to the integration processes. This 

relevant information is available only through the application layer which forms the 
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interface of the website. Product/Catalog Integration of different websites presents 

other difficult characteristics: 

• Limited knowledge of local schemas. The product information appears in the 

web pages of each vendor. Thus, we will obtain product schemas by observing 

the patterns of values. It is necessary to browse many web pages in order to 

capture enough product instances, which are used to define a common set of 

attributes. Conventional schema integration methods are not applicable due the 

lack of information about attribute domains or data types.  

• Large number of local schemas. The number of vendors of the same products 

is large due to easy ways to build e-commerce platforms. It is required a low-

cost, scalable, and fully automated solution. However, it is impossible an 

automated solution because some type of human intervention is mandatory to 

validate difficult data conflicts.  

• Fast local schema evolution. New products, with new characteristics, appear 

every day.  Every day, there are new product offers and prices. Throughout the 

year during holiday periods, vendors include new categories in their catalogs 

with special products to increase the level of sales. There is a need to dynamic 

maintenance in all stages of Product/Catalog Integration System. Furthermore, 

high availability is also required in the system. 

• Little use of existing standards, ontologies or taxonomies.  
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3. Analysis of the Product/Catalog Integration 

System 

This Chapter describes the analysis of the Product/Catalog Integration System. The 

description includes the User Requirements and Architecture Requirements of the 

system.  

It is worth to mention that the followed methodology consists of five phases and three 

workflows. However, in this document we are only going to focus in the first (Analysis) 

and second (Design) phases. Also indicate that neither this Chapter nor the design 

Chapters are going to deal with Change Management issues. Figure 3.1 shows the 

chart of the methodology mentioned above.  

Figure 3.1. Followed methodology in this project.  

3.1. User Requirements 

The software should implement an application that helps users/experts to catalog large 

amounts of product information obtained from different websites, with minimal possible 

human effort. The sources of information for the system comprise several websites 

which are e-commerce sites containing different products from different categories. 

Sources provide heterogeneous, unstructured product data, and each source contains 

its own hierarchy that classifies and organizes their products.  
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The main targets of the system are (i) to catalog, for each product obtained from a 

website, all its product information elements in a homogeneous way; (ii) to include all 

products obtained from the different websites into the same integrated hierarchy; and 

(iii) to identify clusters of identical products which are the representations of the same 

real product. This integrated hierarchy together with the classified products constitutes 

the cataloged products.  

In other words, each product obtained from a website is converted by the system in a 

cataloged product.  

Cataloged product data enable the extraction of Analytical information. That information 

is useful for further applications, such as BI (Business Intelligence) applications. One 

example is the prices analysis of products offered by different retailers via web. If we 

want to analyze business metrics such as the price evolution over time of an average 

shopping cart by different on-line retailers, then  

i. We need to grab the product information from each retailer’s website,  

ii. We need to "re-discover" the structure of the product, to fit it within a set of 

analytical dimensions shared among retailers. This last task includes, basically, 

a schema mapping among the different possible product descriptions. 

A high level overview of this platform suggests three different elements of processing, 

each of them providing an incremental step in the information value chain (Figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2. High-level areas of the Product/Catalog Integration System. 

Information retrieval stage should contain the infrastructure to obtain product data from 

the different websites. The main objective of Information retrieval is to return product-

items. Each product-item is a description of a real product such as it appears in the 

website. At this point heterogeneity is the main problem of the integration system 

because the same real product is described differently at each website. In addition, 

each product-item may be classified differently at each website. In order to handle 

heterogeneity, a first schema mapping is provided among the different websites. 
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Furthermore, the schema mapping is used to establish the main cataloging elements, 

also called cataloging-objects. We have identified the following cataloging-objects: 

• Product Brand: the brand of the product-item.  

• Product Format: the format of the product-item. It is a description of the quantity 

and the physic unit (or logic unit) of the product. 

• Product Price: the price of the product in the website.  

• Product Hierarchy: the category of the product within the integrated hierarchy, 

also called Master Hierarchy. 

• Product identifier: this is a unique identifier that is provided by the system to 

identify identical (real) products among the different websites. 

Information Normalization stage should contain the necessary infrastructure to classify 

and catalog each product-item. Cataloging-objects must be identified within a product-

item according to different automatic (or manual) processes. Once all cataloging-

objects have been identified and classified for a product-item, one can say that the 

product-item is a cataloged-product. This stage must also identify as identical those 

product-items from different websites that are the same real product. 

The requirements for each individual area are described in the following subsections. 

3.1.1. Information retrieval 

 
Figure 3.3. Information Retrieval. 

This is the module that will scan the target websites and read the information available 

in the online provider's website according to a predefined schedule. The output will be 

a collection of files (CSV or XML) with the raw information coming from the websites. 

This information is structured in the so-called product-items.  
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Some specific requirements of this stage are the following (Figure 3.4).  

  

Figure 3.4. Some user requirements for the information retrieval stage.  

3.1.2. Information normalization 

 
Figure 3.5. Information Normalization. 

Information normalization stage comprises two main tasks: Information Discovery and 

Cataloging Process.  

Information Discovery makes emphasis in obtaining the values of the cataloging-

objects for each product-item. However, given a product-item and given a cataloging-

object, there may be different possible values that could be candidates for the 

considered product-item. Clearly, this is due to the heterogeneity problem. Therefore, 

Cataloging Process is the main task that is in charge to resolve these potential 

conflicts.  
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In general, the Information normalization stage should extract the correct data for the 

cataloging-objects of the incoming product-items of the websites, and propose 

correction if required. Cataloging-objects must be evaluated so in the final state there 

will be a reference to a single normalized value existing in a master database. The 

correspondence between a master value and a cataloging-object, identified from a 

product-item, can be based on a selection of different proposals that will be eventually 

validated by a user/expert if needed. 

Information Discovery 

For one side, each product-item contains, for each cataloging-object, a value obtained 

from the website to which the product-item belongs to. For the other side, the 

Product/catalog Integration system defines, for each cataloging-object, a set of values 

in a master database. The values that are stored in the master database for a given 

cataloging-object, are the normalized data of the cataloging-object. These normalized 

data constitute the normalized domain of the cataloging-object. 

The overall flow chart of the Information Discovery is given in Figure 3.6. Information 

Discovery is in charge of providing different proposals for each cataloging-object of a 

product-item. These proposals are suggested by different algorithms. The output of 

each algorithm is twofold: 

• Matching proposals will be suggested for the cataloging-objects based in their 

normalized data. Each algorithm, associated to a cataloging-object, returns a 

group of proposals for each product-item. Each proposal is a pair (normalized 

value, score). The score is based on how the original value of the product-item 

for the given cataloging-object fits accurately in the normalized domain of the 

cataloging-object. In other words, the score is a similarity measure between the 

normalized value of a cataloging-object and the original value for such a 

cataloging-object in the product-item. Therefore, the tuple (algorithm, 

cataloging-object, master database, product-item) can be viewed as a subset of 

pairs (normalized value, score) where each normalized value belongs to the 

normalized domain of the cataloging-object. In addition, you can have several 

tuples if there are several algorithms involved in processing the cataloging-

object. 
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• For the proposals with no or deficient matching scores, new master data 

additions will be proposed. New additions should not result in duplicate master 

data, so matching rules must be implemented to ensure elements are grouped 

into reasonable proposals. In other words, once an original value of a 

cataloging-object in a product-item has been automatically or manually 

cataloged because it obtained an insufficient score, there must be a rule such 

that this value (possibly appearing in other product-items) does not pass again 

by the matching algorithms.  

The scoring functional criteria may be quite different for each algorithm and for each 

cataloging-object to gain flexibility. In addition, each algorithm may implement its own 

set of rules that may be applied prior to the construction of the set of proposals. The 

exact behavior of the algorithm is modulated by the rules. 

 

 Figure 3.6. Information Discovery process flow chart.  

Some specific user requirements are the following (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7. Some user requirements corresponding to the Information Discovery stage.  

Cataloging Process 

The objective of the Cataloging Process is, for each cataloging-object, to choose from 

the set of N proposals coming from M algorithms the one that best fits the 

corresponding normalized (master) value. 

The selection of the corrected value for every cataloging-object is based on the scores 

of the proposals (recall that every proposal is a (normalized value, score) tuple) and on 

additional scores of each individual algorithm. This additional score is maintained 

based on contextual information (origin of the information, characteristics, historic 

accuracy, etc.). It is possible that an algorithm works well for the "apparel" section of a 

supermarket but does not do the same good job for the "dry food" section. With 

individual algorithm scores, the Cataloging Process will have more information in order 

to select the most accurate proposal available.  

The overall process is described in the following chart (Figure 3.8). 
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 Figure 3.8. Cataloging Process flow chart. 

Specific user requirements are the following (Figure 3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9. Some user requirements for the Cataloging Process.  
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4. Functional Design 

This Chapter describes the application, logical data model and architecture designs of 

the Product/Catalog Integration System. It shows all necessary elements, chosen 

options and their characteristics, which are needed to satisfy the user requirements 

that were presented in Chapter 3. This way, the functional design allows us to be clear 

about the features of the system at the implementation time. In addition, the functional 

design provides the guidelines in order to obtain a correct and structured 

implementation. 

This Chapter is organized as follows: 

• 4.1 Application Processes: This Section deals with the decisions taken about 

the business processes of the application. Those business processes will be 

classified following the high-level structure chart indicated in Figure 3.2. 

• 4.2 Logical Data Model: This Section introduces the complete data model of the 

Product/Catalog Integration System with a detailed description of the meaning 

of the fields of the tables and the relationships among them. Although data 

types of fields are part of the technical design, they are also included in this 

section.  

• 4.3 Architecture: Finally, this Section explains the technical architecture 

surrounding the Product/Catalog Integration System.  

Figure 4.1 shows the point of this Chapter in reference to the overall methodology.  

Figure 4.1.  Design Highlighted in the overall methodology of the project.  
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4.1. Application Processes 

As was indicated in Chapter 3, the high-level structure of the business processes of the 

system is the following.  

 
Figure 4.2.  High-level structure of the business processes.  

Although the Information Retrieval stage is not an inner process of the cataloging 

application, is narrowly related to it. Thus, the design requirements of its business logic 

appear in this Section. This stage includes the scraping processes, and how the data 

(CSVs that contain product-items) retrieved by the scrapers are stored (Provisioning).  

In the Information Normalization stage, product-items obtained from the scrapers will 

be cataloged with respect to the information obtained for the cataloging-objects. So, the 

outcome of this stage is a set of cataloged products. We can divide Information 

Normalization in two different parts, Information Discovery and Cataloging Process, as 

it was explained in Chapter 3.   

The Analytic Processing stages uses the structured and homogenized information 

provided by the Product/Catalog Integration System for Business Intelligence purposes. 

It is considered as an external system or an independent application, with its own 

requirements and design. Because of that, the Analytic Processing stage will not be 

included in this document. 
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4.1.1. Information Retrieval  

 
Figure 4.3.  Information Retrieval stage highlighted in the global system chart.  

The Information Retrieval stage has been exhaustively described in a separated 

document [7]. However the basic design is described below.  

Data Scraping  

The data Scraping process consists of the execution of the different web scrapers that 

have been implemented in order to obtain the product-items from different websites. 

The outcome of this process will be a collection of CSV files: 

• Each Data Scraper will return a single CSV file with all the product-items 

retrieved from the target website. 

• The CSV files will have one row for each product-item in the website of the 

retailer. 

• Each scraper execution could retrieve the product-items filtered by specific 

criteria that can be indicated at execution time by different parameters (usually 

one category in the retailer's hierarchy, the postal code, or both).  

• The naming convention for CSV files includes information about: 

o Source name: The name of the website from which the scraper retrieves 

product-items. (One single retailer may have different sources, see data 

model in Section 4.2). 

o Timestamp (date + hour) of the scraper execution. 
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o Filter parameters: For example, "category = apparel", or "postal code= 

48910". These parameters define that the scraper of a determined 

website will only retrieve products included in the indicated category 

from that postal code. 

o The extension of the files (.CSV). 

We recall that product/catalog integration from different websites has to deal with a 

large and evolving number of e-commerce websites that contain product descriptions 

with little metadata about the characteristics of the sources. The relevant information is 

available only through the application layer which forms the interface of the website. 

Therefore, the structure of a CSV can be interpreted as a schema-mapping among the 

data model visible on the websites of the different sources and some predefined 

mandatory fields in the CSV. Obviously, some cataloging-objects are also included in 

the structure. Other cataloging-objects for a product-item have to be discovered by the 

system. 

• The CSV content is structured in two different parts: 

o One collection of columns with fixed structure including, at least:  

§ Code: the internal code of the item into the retailer's catalog.  

§ Hierarchy: the hierarchy nodes until the leaf node in which the 

product is found.  

§ Item short description: "Textual" description of the item. 

§ Item long description: Long description of the item.  

§ Format: The format of a product (quantity, packaging...). 

§ Brand: The brand name of the item.  

§ Price: The price of the item.  

o A set of optional columns that depend on the specific retailer. For 

example, "Technical Specifications" for electronic product-items.  
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• In order to minimize the impact in the retailer's website, the execution of the 

individual scrapers can be distributed throughout the day. This is accomplished 

by a custom scheduler that: 

o Allows us the definition of templates including predefined iterations. In 

this way, we can schedule the execution of one single Postal Code each 

5 min. 

o Executes the scrapers with specific parameters, previously defined in 

the scheduler. 

• Files are stored temporally within the scrapers' host (see 4.3.1. Execution 

Architecture). 

Data Provisioning  

The system needs to import the CSV files generated by the scrapers, so, periodically, 

there will be an ETL Interface that will transfer the files available in the outbound bin to 

the processing host. These files will be copied into a document management system 

for long-term storage, in order to allow the availability of unmodified raw data in case it 

was needed. 

The process may be executed independently of the scraper execution schedule. In the 

worst-case scenario, there will be no files available, but it should not affect the 

operation of the process. 

The process will load each CSV into a staging area of the main database with the 

following mappings (Figure 4.4): 
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Figure 4.4.  Schema-mapping among the product-items fields and the database fields 

4.1.2. Information Normalization  

  

Figure 4.5. Information Normalization stage highlighted in the global system chart.  
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Generic Discovery and Cataloging Processes: 

It is possible to define both a Generic Discovery and Cataloging Process as templates 

for the different cataloging-object processes that are required in the system. Those 

templates will be the bases for further specific Discovery and Cataloging processes.  

• Generic Discovery Process (Figure 4.6): 

o Obtains the Items containing information of a cataloging-object that has 

not been previously handled by the respective cataloging-object 

process. It is possible that the item is new in the system or the value of 

the cataloging-object is not included in the system. 

o Checks the local rules database of the respective cataloging-object 

process. 

§ If there is a rule for the incoming value (of the product-item) of 

the cataloging-object, then it means that the value of that 

cataloging-object has already been cataloged (possibly for other 

product-item).  

§ Otherwise, the process returns a set of correction proposals to 

the main database with a score value. For some cataloging-

objects, the correction proposals are taken from a table with the 

master values (normalized values). 

   

 Figure 4.6.  Generic Discovery Process. 
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• Generic Cataloging Process: (Figure 3.7) 

o Reads all the proposals for a certain cataloging-object of a product-item 

that has been previously "discovered" by some algorithms. 

o Checks the thresholds and algorithms weights in order to obtain the best 

proposal.  

§ If the best proposal satisfies the defined thresholds, then human 

help is not needed, and the value of the cataloging-object is 

considered as cataloged. The process adds to the rules table of 

the algorithm a new rule that match the incoming value of the 

cataloging-object to the cataloged one (the validated proposal).   

§ If the best proposal does not satisfy the thresholds, human 

expert aid is needed. The human expert catalogs that piece of 

information. A new record in the rules table of the algorithm is 

created 

o For some cataloging-objects, after they have been cataloged, it is 

needed to add them to their data values master (in which all the 

normalized information is stored). 

o The algorithm weights are modified based on their success. 

  

 Figure 4.7.  Generic Cataloging Process.  
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Discovery Processes  

Posterior systems (For example BI Applications) will need the exploitation of the 

product-items with the cataloging-objects as dimensions. Those useful pieces of 

information that will be normalized are the following:  

• Brands:  

o The system should verify if the brand field of the item is correct. For 

those tasks there is a master of brands (brands that the system knows 

that are correct) and a local rules table. If an incoming brand does 

appear neither in the master nor in the rules table (not appearing in the 

rules table means that has not been cataloged before), the brand field is 

taken as incorrect. If it appears, the process will return the reference to 

the corrected brand with 100% score.   

§ The rules table has at least two attributes: Brand and 

BrandCorrected. Brand contains an incoming brand field. 

BrandCorrected fields will only be populated with brands that are 

in the brands master. 

o In case that the brand field is not correct or that it has not been 

corrected before, the process will propose one or more alternatives 

using a standard algorithm "fuzzy lookup" [13] configured to propose at 

least one alternative (if they satisfy the fuzzy lookup threshold) of the 

brands master.  

§ For brands, the threshold will be established in 50% of similarity. 

§ In case there is not any brand in the brand master that satisfies 

the defined threshold, the incoming brand will be proposed as 

"new brand". 

§ A new brand will always have to be checked by an expert during 

the Cataloging Process.  

o The Brands Discovery Process will be executed in batch processes of 

100 brands in order to facilitate the posterior cataloging.  
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• Formats:  

o Formats are composed by different pieces of information. The process 

will discover the different pieces of information in the formats field and 

normalize them. The most relevant of those pieces are the following:  

§ Units: For example "Liters".  

§ Quantity of units: For example the number 3 of "3 Liters". 

§ Packaging (also called format): For example "can". 

§ Quantity of packaging: For example the number 6 of "6 beer 

cans". 

o The Discovery Process of the different fields of a format will be 

developed by a view of the database using regular expressions (see 

Section 5.4 of Chapter 5). Also the view will try to transform the 

incoming format field into a normalized structure. The structure 

mentioned is the following:  

§ Quantity of packaging  + Packaging  + of + Quantity of units + 

Units  

§ The structure returned by the view will always have to be 

checked by the experts during the Cataloging Process.  

o The system will normalize the units field returned by the view according 

to a units master (that master will be previously defined by the system 

users) and a rules table (unit and unit-corrected fields, similar to brands 

rules table). 

§ If the unit appears in the rules table, then it means that has been 

already corrected. The process returns the reference of the 

correct unit with a score of 100%.  

§ The normalization of units will be developed using a "fuzzy 

lookup" configured to return a single proposal (the one with best 

similarity score).  
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o The system will normalize formats (packagings) discovered by the view 

in a similar way to the brands Discovery Process explained above.   

o The Formats Discovery Process will be executed in batch processes of 

50 incoming formats in order to facilitate the posterior cataloging.   

• Prices:  

o The prices fields are already composed by analytical data, neither a 

Discovery Process nor a Cataloging Process are needed. It is only 

necessary to ensure that the field is numeric with currency format (two 

decimal numbers). 

• Hierarchies:  

o Differences among the hierarchies of the sources produce a need of a 

Master Hierarchy and a cataloging (in this case, mapping) process that 

associates every incoming item to a Master Hierarchy node.  

§ The Master Hierarchy selected for food products, is the AECOC 

hierarchy. AECOC [14] hierarchy is the standard proposed by 

the Spanish association of retailers and manufacturers.  

o Each product that is inserted into the system contains the hierarchy tree 

from the root node to de leaf node in which the product item is found in 

the online catalog.  

o The Discovery Process will propose Master Hierarchy nodes to each 

item.  

§ To develop that proposal, the semantic distance of "fuzzy 

lookup" will be used between the concatenation of all nodes of 

the item hierarchy, and a Master Hierarchy node. As in previous 

processes, all proposals will have a score. 
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Cataloging Processes 

• Brands:  

o Thresholds of higher level are defined for the Brands Cataloging 

Process. Specifically for the Brands Cataloging Process the threshold 

will be of an 80% of score.  

§ Experts will verify the new brands and the proposals that are 

below the thresholds using a friendly and simple user interface 

where they can access the data master. 

o A brand that has been verified as correct, or a brand that has been 

corrected by the system (automatically or manually) will create a rule in 

the local algorithms' rules table, in order to avoid verify and correct it 

again.  

o Also, a brand proposal defined as correct, or an incoming new brand 

defined as correct, will be registered in the data master immediately for 

further use. 

o Brands Cataloging Process will be executed immediately after the Brand 

Discovery Process. This way for the next execution of the Brands 

Discovery Process the system will have new useful information.  

• Formats:  

o An expert will validate the structure of the pieces of information of the 

formats. Incoming formats must be validated once.  

o Thresholds of higher level are defined for the Units/Packaging 

Cataloging Process  

§ Experts must verify the proposals that are below the thresholds 

using a friendly and simple user interface where they can access 

the data master. 
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o A unit or packaging that has been normalized and/or corrected 

(automatically or manually) never has to be corrected/normalized again. 

To achieve this, there will be a table of rules in the model. 

o Formats process will be executed immediately after the Formats 

Discovery Process. This way for the next execution of the Formats 

Discovery Process the system will have new useful information.  

• Hierarchies: 

o High-level thresholds will be defined. For the Hierarchies Cataloging 

Process will be of 70% of similarity. 

§ An expert must validate the mapping process between the leaf 

item hierarchy node and a Master Hierarchy node when the 

confidence score does not reach the defined thresholds.  

o Mappings (automatically or manually created) between leaf nodes of 

items and Master Hierarchy nodes will be stored into a specific rules 

table in order to validate only once the same incoming leaf hierarchy 

node.  

o Hierarchies process will be executed immediately after the Formats 

Discovery Process. This way for the next execution of the Hierarchies 

Discovery Process the system will have new useful information.  

4.2. Logical Data Model 

The system will use two different relational databases, the main database HCAT, and 

an auxiliary database used for imports, HCAT_IMP. Relational databases permit us to 

store information in a structured way, and simplify the process of analytical data 

exploitation by further Business Intelligence systems.  

In order to have a clear structure of the database, the schemas will be the following:   
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Database Schema: Description:  

HCAT dbo Main tables 

 stg (Stage) For intermediary processes.  

HCAT_imp dbo Auxiliary database. Not relevant. 

4.2.1. Entity Relationship Diagram 
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Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.  ER Diagrams. 

4.2.2. Entities and Attributes descriptions 

General Standards:  

• All primary keys must be unique identifiers.  

• Table names must start with uppercase. If a table name is composed of more 

than one word it must satisfy the following style: Name1Name2 

• All tables must have a primary key attribute except the ones that represent a 

strict relationship.  

• All tables must have audit attributes. Those attributes are the following:  

o CreatedBY: UniqueIdentifier. 

o ModifiedBy: UniqueIdentifier. 

o ModifiedByProcess: UniqueIdentifier. 
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o CreatedOn: Datetime. 

o ModifiedOn: Datetime. 

o Deleted: Bit. 

o OrderBy: Int. 

• There is a generic structure for cataloging in order to unify external routines. 

(Table CatResults explained below.) 

Entities and Attributes:  

CatAlgorithms: 

Cataloging algorithms master. Each Cataloging Process should implement one or 

many algorithms. Although one generic algorithm ("fuzzy lookup") [15] could be used in 

various processes with different parameters, it will be considered different for each 

process that uses it.  

• Id: UniqueIdentifier. Primary Key of the Table.  

• Name: Nvarchar. Simplified name of the algorithm. For example: "Fuzzy 

LookUp". 

• LongName: Nvarchar. Complete name of the algorithm. For example: "Fuzzy 

LookUP with threshold set to 0.85". 

CatProcesses: 

Cataloging Processes master. 

• Id: UniqueIdentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: Nvarchar. Simplified name of the process. For example: "Items". 

• LongName: Nvarchar. Complete name of the process. For example: 

"Identical items detection". 

CatObjects: 
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Cataloging objects master. A cataloging object is an abstract entity that identifies each 

of the elements (usually attributes) that should be cataloged.  

A CatObjects element could be cataloged by more than one algorithm (stored in 

CatAlgorithms).  

Cataloging results depend of the data type of a CatObjects element, a CatObject. 

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

•  Name: Nvarchar. Name of the CatObject. For example "Item.NewHItem". 

• LongName: Nvarchar. Description of the CatObject. For example "Item to 

proposed HItem". 

• DefaultCatProcess: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of CatProcesses 

table. 

• AttributeId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign key of ItemAttributes table.  

• CatType: Int. Defines the type of the CatObject.  

CatResults: 

It is the main table. Contains all the cataloging results. It is the only table with writing 

permissions enabled for external processes.  

When a Cataloging Process is executed, it reads the data needed from different views, 

and stores its cataloging proposals in CatResults.  

Each cataloging result has the following attributes:  

• Identifier: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• IntefExecutionId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of 

InterfExecution table. Represents the execution code (For example: 

"Similar item identification process: 15/10/2013 at 15:30"). 
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• CatObjectId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of CatObjects. 

Represents the object that is being cataloged (For example the brand of an 

item). 

• CatAlgorithmId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of CatAlgorithm. 

Represents the used algorithm (For example "Fuzzy Lookup") 

• RowNo: Int. Counter in case that the algorithm has several output proposals.  

• Weight: Float. Proposal score.  

• CatProposal: Proposal of the cataloged value. 

ItemAttributes: 

Attribute item master. For example "Color". Each attribute could have its own type 

(integer, string...).  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: Nvarchar. Name of the attribute.  

• TypeId: Int. Type of the attribute.  

• DefaultDomainId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table Domains. 

Default value for the attribute.  

Domains: 

Master table that contains the set of values available for an ItemAttribute.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: String. Name of an attribute. For example, "Blue". 

• ItemAttributeId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of ItemAttributes 

table.  

Items: 

Products obtained from the different sources that need to be cataloged.  
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• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• SourceId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table Sources. 

• HItemId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table HItems. 

• ItemCode: Nvarchar. The code of the item in the retailers web catalog.  

• Name: Nvarchar. The name of the item. 

• NameWithFormat: Nvarchar. Name of the item plus the format. 

• LongName: Nvarchar. A more detailed name of the item. 

• HierarchyName: Nvarchar. The nodes of the hierarchy in JSON format.  

• FormatName: Nvarchar. The format of the item. 

• BrandName: Nvarchar. The brand of the item. 

• ImageURL: Nvarchar. The URLs of the item images. In JSON format.  

• ItemURL: Nvarchar. The item URL.  

• Price: Decimal. The price of the item. 

• PromotionName: Nvarchar. For offers found on the item retailer's website. 

• WFStatus: Int.  Workflow status in the overall Cataloging Processes.  

• BrandWFStatus: Int. Workflow status in the Brands Cataloging Processes.  

• FormatWFStatus: Int. Workflow status in the Formats Cataloging Processes. 

• HierarchyWFStatus: Int. Workflow status in the Hierarchies Cataloging 

Processes. 

• MHId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table MasterHierarchy. 

• MasterBrandId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table MasterBrands. 

HItems: 
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Table that groups identical items. This table contains cataloged items. Validated 

proposals of CatResults are stored in this table.  

Validation process could be based in human experts, weight thresholds... Thus, this 

process could be automatic or manual.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: Nvarchar. The selected name for the item cluster.  

• WFStatus: Int. Auxiliary status field.  

• BrandName: Nvarchar.  Corrected brand for the cluster.  

• FormatName: Nvarchar. Corrected format for the cluster. 

• LongName: Nvarchar. LongName selected for the cluster.  

• FormatQty: Float. Corrected Format quantity.  

• FormatU: Nvarchar. Corrected Units. 

• UnitsQty: Float. Corrected Units quantity. 

• MHId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign Key of MasterHierarchy.  

MasterHierarchy:  

This table stores the standard hierarchy for all products. An item could have attributes 

in function of its Master Hierarchy node (leaf node).  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name:  Nvarchar. Name of the Master Hierarchy node. 

• ParentId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign Key of this table.  

• _Level: Int. Depth level of the hierarchy node. 

• TermId:  UniqueIdentifier. Foreign Key of Table Terms. 

MHAttributes: 
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Stores the relationship between the attributes and the Master Hierarchy nodes.   

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• MHId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign Key of MasterHierarchy.  

• AttributeId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign Key of ItemAttributes.  

Retailers: 

Master of real world retailers.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: NVarchar. Name of the retailer. For example "Grupo El Corte 

Inglés" 

Sources: 

Master of data sources. (One retailer could have more than one online platform 

(sources). For example: "El Corte Inglés" and "Hipercor" are both sources of "Grupo El 

Corte Inglés". 

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: NVarchar. Name of the source.  

• RetailerId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign Key of Retailers table.  

• Code: Nvarchar. 4 letter source internal code. For Example "ecoi" for "El 

Corte Inglés" 

• ItemHierarchyId: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table 

ItemHierarchies.  

Terms: 

Definition pending. This table will be used in the future to store semantic attributes 

(attributes and their synonyms).  

Users: 
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Master of users used that provide information to the audit fields.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: NVarchar. Name of the user.  

Stg.Items:  

Auxiliary table for loading the items into the database.  

• Same fields as Items table.  

ItemHierarchies: 

Stores the Name of the hierarchy.   

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: NVarchar. Item hierarchy name. For example: "Jerarquía de El 

Corte Inglés". 

ItemHierarchyNodes: 

Stores the nodes of the item's hierarchies.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: Nvarchar. Name of an item hierarchy node. 

• DisplayName: Nvarchar. Detailed name in case it is needed in posterior 

applications.  

• SourceName: Nvarchar. Source Item name attribute, in order to help experts 

in the posterior Cataloging Processes.  

• ItemHierarchyId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign key of the table 

ItemHierarchies. 

• TermId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign Key of table Terms.  

• DateFrom: Datetime.  
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• DateTo: Datetime.  

• WFStatus: Int. Status of an item hierarchy node in the process of mapping it 

with a Master Hierarchy node.  

• _Level: Int. Depth of the node into the complete hierarchy.  

• HashSourceName: Hash. Auxiliary field for better performance with SQL Join 

operations.  

ItemHierarchyNodeRel: 

Parentship relations between itemHierarchyNodes.  

• NodeId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign key of the table 

ItemHIerarchyNodes.  

• ParentId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign key of the table 

ItemHIerarchyNodes.  

The primary key is composed by both fields. 

MHDHRelation: 

Stores the Mappings between ItemHierarchyNodes and MasterHierarchy 

tables 

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• MasterHierarchyId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign key of the table 

MasterHIerarchiy. 

• ItemHierarchyNodeId: UniqueIdentifier. Foreign key of the table 

ItemHierarchyNode. 

• Status: Int. Status of the relation.  

MasterBrands: 

Master of brands values.  
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• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: Nvarchar. Name of the brand. For example "Adidas" 

Interfaces: 

Stores the name and identification of the processes that are executed in the system.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Name: Nvarchar. Name of the interface.  

InterfExecution: 

This table programs the execution of the processes.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• InterfID: Uniqueidentifier. Foreign key of table Interfaces.   

• StartDate: Datetime. StartDate and EndDate define the temporal gap in 

which the interface is applicable.    

• EndDate: Datetime. 

HRules2: 

Rules table used for Formats Cataloging Process.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• CompleteFormatName: Nvarchar. Incoming product format 

• Format: Nvarchar. Packaging.  

• FormatQuantity: Nvarchar. Packaging quantity.  

• Unit: Nvarchar.  

• UnitQuantity: Nvarchar. Units' quantity.  

• CorrectedFormat: Nvarchar. CompleteFormatName corrected.  
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• CorrectedFormatQuantity: Nvarchar. Corrected format quantity.  

• CorrectedUnit: Nvarchar. Corrected Unit field.  

• CorrectedUnitQuantity: Nvarchar. UnitQuantity Corrected.  

• MoreInfo: Nvarchar. Incoming Item name, for aid in the manual correction 

process.  

• Type: Int. Status of a rule.  

• FormatRule: Nvarchar. True in case it is a format to CorrectedFormat 

rule.   

• UnitRule: Nvarchar. True/False values.  True in case it is a unit to 

CorrectedUnit rule.   

HRulesBrands:  

Rules table used for the Brands Cataloging Process.  

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Brand: Nvarchar. Incoming brand.  

• BrandCorrected. Nvarchar. Correction for Brand.  

• Type: Int. Brand rule status.  

HRulesFormats: 

This table stores the local rules for the formats of the Formats Cataloging Process. 

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Format: Nvarchar. Incoming format value.  

• CorrectedFormat: Nvarchar. The correct value for Format.  

• Type: Int. Status of the rule. 

HRulesUnits: 
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This table stores the local rules for the units of the Formats cataloging process. 

• Id: Uniqueidentifier. Primary Key of the Table. 

• Unit: Nvarchar. Incoming unit that is corrected in CorrectedUnit. 

• CorrectedUnit: Nvarchar. The correct value for Unit.  

• Type: Int. Status of the rule. 

stg.ItemBrands: 

Auxiliary table for the Brands Cataloging Process. 

stg.ItemHierarchies: 

Auxiliary table for the Hierarchies mapping process.  

AecocFixed:   

Auxialiary table used to import the AECOC hierarchy into the database system. Not 

relevant table.  

4.3. Architecture 

4.3.1. Execution 

Operating System 

The operating system selected for the application execution has been Windows. More 

specifically Windows Server 2008 R2. The reason of this selection has been the 

possibility to add the SQL Server development platform. 

For the scrapers execution, the OS selected has been Linux Ubuntu. That is because 

Linux/Unix is de best development/execution platform for this kind of programs.  
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Database 

SQL Server 2012 has been the chosen database. It is a relational database that 

incorporates SQL Server Integration Services (Microsoft ETL tool) a useful and high 

level development platform perfect to develop an application like the described in this 

document. In words of Microsoft's website:  

"Microsoft Integration Services is a platform for building enterprise-level data 

integration and data transformations solutions. You use Integration Services to solve 

complex business problems by copying or downloading files, sending e-mail messages 

in response to events, updating data warehouses, cleaning and mining data, and 

managing SQL Server objects and data. The packages can work alone or in concert 

with other packages to address complex business needs. Integration Services can 

extract and transform data from a wide variety of sources such as XML data files, flat 

files, and relational data sources, and then load the data into one or more destinations. 

Integration Services includes a rich set of built-in tasks and transformations; tools for 

constructing packages; and the Integration Services service for running and managing 

packages. You can use the graphical Integration Services tools to create solutions 

without writing a single line of code; or you can program the extensive Integration 

Services object model to create packages programmatically and code custom tasks 

and other package objects." 

Security Architecture 

User Management 

Because of the selected operating system has been Microsoft, the user management 

will be performed by the Microsoft Active Directory utility.  

Authentication Mode 

Authentication will be in all cases based in the Windows standard (Kerberos V5). 

Authorizations 

Cataloging functions are mainly batch processes, so they do not require any 

authorization management.  
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Authorizations for the user interface will be implemented using a two layers schema: 

• At "Functional Area" level, Microsoft Active Directory roles will be used.  

• At "Record" level, the authorization will be based in a tag system carried out by 

the database.  

Encryption Architecture 

Due that the data stored is not confidential; it is not necessary to protect it. 

4.3.2. Development 

The development has been performed using Development standards such as: 

• Visual Studio.  

• Microsoft Visio. 

• .Net Framework. 

4.3.3. Infrastructure 

The dimensions of the infrastructure will take place after the volume test. All the system 

structure will be virtualized using KVM. 
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5. Data Model and Prototype Implementation 

In order to study the viability of the Product/Catalog Integration System, we have 

implemented a prototype guided by the requirements and the design explained in 

previous Chapters. This prototype consists of the implementation of a Cataloging 

Process for each cataloging-object (see Section 4.1.2.). Hence, this Chapter explains 

the implementation of those processes. 

The Cataloging Processes will conform the Information Normalization stage of the 

System (See figure 3.2). Thus, the output of this stage will be a set of cataloged 

products. Those cataloged products provide analytical information that could be 

exploited by further applications.  

Also it is important to recall that the System will be implemented using SQL Server and 

SQL Server Integration Services platforms (SSIS) (See Section 4.3.1. Execution 

Architecture"). 

Some preceding considerations about the implementation of the prototype: 

In the first place, Microsoft Data Quality Services (DQS from now on) was chosen in 

order to implement the different processes needed by the system. The description of 

Microsoft DQS is as follows [13]:  

"SQL Server Data Quality Services (DQS) is a knowledge-driven data quality product. 

DQS enables you to build a knowledge base and use it to perform a variety of critical 

data quality tasks, including correction, enrichment, standardization, and de-duplication 

of your data. DQS enables you to perform data cleansing by using cloud-based 

reference data services provided by reference data providers. DQS also provides you 

with profiling that is integrated into its data-quality tasks, enabling you to analyze the 

integrity of your data."  

This way, Microsoft DQS seemed perfect to satisfy the requirements proposed in 

previous Chapters, however, after several tests, its use in the system was rejected due 

to its behavior with multivalued attributes, more specifically with the Format cataloging-

object.  
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Although Microsoft DQS was rejected, it is possible to implement a prototype that 

follows the same philosophy as DQS and that satisfies our requirements using SSIS.  

SQL Server Integration Services is a platform for building enterprise-level data 

integration and data transformations solutions [9] and its toolbox can help providing a 

quick and high-level prototype solution for the cataloging challenge.  

"An Integration Services (SSIS) package consists of a control flow and, optionally, one 

or more data flows. SQL Server Integration Services provides three different types of 

control flow elements: containers that provide structures in packages, tasks that 

provide functionality, and precedence constraints that connect the executables, 

containers, and tasks into an ordered control flow." 

SSIS Also provides three different types of data flow components: sources, 

transformations, and destinations. Sources extract data from data stores such as 

tables and views in relational databases, files, and Analysis Services databases. 

Transformations modify, summarize, and clean data. Destinations load data into data 

stores or create in-memory datasets [10, 11, 12]. 

5.2. Data Model in SQL Server 

The logic data model of the system could be found in Section 4.2. It is important to 

mention that the model is completely implemented in a SQL Server 2012 relational 

database.   

Figure 5.1 shows the implemented model: 
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Figure 5.1. Database tables.  

5.3. Prototyping the Brands Process 

Our first cataloging-object is the brand of a product. Figure 5.2 shows the control flow 

of the SSIS package that corresponds to the Brands Cataloging Process.  
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Figure 5.2. Brands process control flow.  

In the flow of Figure 5.2. the first and third tasks execute SQL Server queries. The 

second Task "BRANDS" corresponds to the main Brands Cataloging Process and it will 

be explained later in this Section.  

• "Publishing brand pending rules" executes the following code:  

UPDATE HRulesBrands  
SET    Type = 2 
WHERE  Type = 1; 
go; 
insert into MasterBrands (Name) 
 (select distinct BrandCorrected from       
  vw_HRulesBrandsPublished 
  where (BrandCorrected is not Null) and    
    (BrandCorrected != '') and  
    (not exists(select Name from MasterBrands) 
  ) 
 ); 
 

It updates the Type field of HRulesBrands rules to 2 (meaning "Published") when its 

value is 1 (meaning: "Validated from expert").  

After that, there is a new query that inserts into the brands master, MasterBrands, 

the new values available (obtained from the field BrandCorrected of the rules table, 

HRulesBrands).  

• "Update dbo_Items" executes the following code:  

update [dbo].[Items]  
set   
   [dbo].[Items].BrandWFStatus = 
    [stg].[ItemBrands].BrandWFStatus,  
      [dbo].[Items].MasterBrandId = [stg].[ItemBrands].BrandId 
from  
   [stg].[ItemBrands] inner join [dbo].[Items]  
   on([stg].[ItemBrands].Id = [dbo].[Items].Id ); 
go 
delete from stg.ItemBrands; 
	  	  
It updates Items using the output values of the "BRANDS" process. Those results are 

stored in stg.ItemBrands. Also, the stage table that is empty immediately after the 

items update.  

The main data flow of the process "BRANDS" is shown in Figure 5.3.    
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 Figure 5.3. Brands data flow.   

The explanation of its elements is as follows:  

1. "Incoming New Brands": Gets all item rows from dbo.Items through the view 

vw_IncomingNewBrands where the value of the field BrandWFStatus 

(means: "Brand Workflow Status") is 0. So, incoming new Brands gets all the 

dbo.Items rows that have not been handled by the Brands Cataloging 

Process before.  

2. "Lookup Against HrulesBrandsPublished": This element looks up the field 

BrandName into the Brand field of the rules table (HrulesBrands-

Published). It is checking if the brands have previously been cataloged. Its 

configuration is shown in Figure 5.4. 

  

 Figure 5.4. Lookup Transformation Editor.   
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3. If there are a brand rule for the incoming item, then, HRulesBRands fields: Id, 

BrandCorrected and MasterBrandId are added to the data flow. Finally, 

they are saved in stg.ItemBrands with BrandWFStatus to 1. Otherwise, the 

process continues through the "Lookup No Match Output" to the "Aggregate" 

component.  

4. The "aggregate" component performs a "group by" operation by BrandName for 

all the item rows flowing through the data flow. Therefore, rows with duplicate 

BrandName are omitted in the next steps of the flow.  

5. "FuzzyLookup against HrulesBrandsPublished": (Figures 5.5. and 5.6.) 

performs a similarity lookup of the BrandName field of the item against 

BrandCorrected field of HRulesBrands. This component adds to the data 

flow output of the component the field BrandCorrectedFuzzy, which contains 

the most similar BrandCorrected value. 

   

Figure 5.5. Fuzzy LookUp Transformation Editor configuration (I).  
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Figures 5.6.  Fuzzy Lookup Transformation Editor configuration (II). 

6. "Brand to Brand Corrected if Fuzzy is Empty": In case that the fuzzy task does 

not find any BrandCorrected that passes the similarity threshold, it sets 

BrandCorrected with the value of the BrandName field. It is important to 

mention, that a brand that is correct, should appear in both fields of 

HRulesBrands (Brand, BrandCorrected). 

 

Figure 5.7. "Brand to Brand Corrected if Fuzzy is Empty" derived column. 

7. "Save in HRulesBrands": Finally, for each item that has reached this point, the 

process saves a new rule into HRulesBrands with Type set to 0 (Default value 

defined on the table) (0 value means "Validation pending"). Figure 5.8 shows 

the configuration of "Save in HRulesBrands ": 

 

Figure 5.8.  Save in HRulesBrands configuration. 
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After the execution of the process, human experts must validate the rules that have 

confidence score below the defined thresholds.  

5.4. Prototyping the Formats/Units Process 

The fact that formats of products are composed of different packages, units, sizes, 

quantities... even when they are representing the same real world product, makes this 

process a difficult fight against data heterogeneity and unstructured information.  

In Chapter 3, formats were considered as multivalued attributes, and in the introduction 

of this Chapter, we discarded DQS for implementing the processes. However, This 

prototype will keep following DQS (and brands process) philosophy but trying to solve 

the problems found with multivalued attributes.  

To structure this particular cataloging-object, the Formats/Units process needs to be 

more complex than the Brands Cataloging Process seen before. Also human experts 

will find more difficult to validate the results.  This is because formats contain different 

fields that need to be normalized (units, packaging) and the structure must satisfy the 

requirements already explained in Section 4.1.1. Formats Discovery process. Thus, 

this algorithm has three different types of local rules (units, packagings, and structure).   

The first part of the process consists on identifying the different fields of an incoming 

product format: Qty1 (quantity of UoM), Qty2 (quantity of UoM2), UoM (units1), UoM2 

(Units2), IsMulti, IsAdd and Format (Packaging). This task is accomplished by 

the view vw_IncomingNewFormatsTrimmed using regular expressions. The code of 

the mentioned view is as follows:  

CREATE VIEW [dbo].[vw_IncomingNewFormatsTrimmed] AS  
SELECT *, 
LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'(?<g1>\d[\d.,]*)[^
 \d.,]+.+\d+.*\z', N'g1', 1 ))) as Qty1, 
LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'(?<g1>\d[\d.,]*)\D
 *\z', N'g1', 1 ))) as Qty2, 
LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'.*[\d.,]+(?<g1>.+)
 ', N'g1', 1 ))) as UoM, 
LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'.*[\d.,]+(?<g1>.+)
 \z', N'g1', 1 ))) as UoM2, 
LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'.*[\d.,]+.*(?<g1>x
 ).*[\d.,]+.*', N'g1', 1 ))) as IsMulti, 
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LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'.*[\d.,]+.*(?<g1>\
 +).*[\d.,]+.*', N'g1', 1 ))) as IsAdd, 
LTRIM(RTRIM([mdq].[RegexExtract](FormatName,N'(?<g1>\D+)\d+.+', 
 N'g1', 1 ))) as Format  
from Items where FormatWFStatus = 0; 
 
The view will be used for the "ReadItems" task of the data flow process that is shown in 

Figure 5.10 but before, Figure 5.9 shows de control flow of the package.  

• "Publishing Complete HRules2" task executes the SQL code below:  

UPDATE HRules2  
SET Type = 'Published' 
WHERE Type = 'Complete'; 
 

• "Get Format & Unit Rules" task executes the SQL code below:  

INSERT INTO HRulesUnits (Unit, CorrectedUnit, Type) 
SELECT Unit, CorrectedUnit, 'Published' 
FROM vw_HRules2Complete 
WHERE UnitRule LIKE 'Yes'; 
go;  
INSERT INTO HRulesFormats (Format, CorrectedFormat, Type) 
SELECT Format, CorrectedFormat, 'Published' 
FROM vw_HRules2Complete 
WHERE FormatRule LIKE 'Yes'; 
 
Both codes just insert the rules of the process that have been validated by the experts.  

 

 

Figure 5.9.  Control flow Formats Cataloging Process.  

The next image shows the data flow of the process, which is inside the 

"FormatCleansing" container of Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.10.  Data Flow of the Formats Cataloging Process.  

1. "ReadItems": This OLE DB Source reads all the items that have not been 

through the Formats Cataloging Process before. For this task it is used the SQL 

Server view vw_IncomingNewFormats. 

2. "Lookup against Published HRules2 (Complete Format)": This task checks if the 

format has already been cataloged, looking up the format value into the local 

rules table (HRules2). In case that a rule exists, the rest of the process is not 

necessary, otherwise, the Cataloging Process flow continues.   

3. "Lookup against HRules (Units)":  This task checks if the units of the format 

have already been cataloged, looking up the unit value into the local units rules 

table (HRulesUnits). In case that exists a rule for the incoming unit, the id of 

the corrected unit is added to the corresponding item attribute (UnitId). 

Otherwise, the UnitId is left empty in the derived column, and the incoming 
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unit will be associated to an existing unit from the master by an expert. This will 

also generate a new rule in HRulesUnits that will avoid correct it again.   

4. "Union All": Performs a union of all the incoming items, that have or haven't unit 

rules. In order to keep the Cataloging Process.  

5. "Lookup against HRules (Format)": Similar as the task performed by "Lookup 

against HRules (Units)".  The only difference is that is for Formats (packagings).  

6. "Union All 1": Same task as the previous "Union All" 

7. "Derived Column 2": Add type pending to the rules that need to be validated by 

experts. Also adds the status 1 to FormatWFStatus (that status means that 

the format has been through the Cataloging Process). 

8. "OLE DB Destination": Stores the items back into dbo.Items. 

5.5. Hierarchy Nodes Mapping  

In Chapter 4 was described the Hierarchy field of an Item. Let us recall that in this field 

the scrapers store the complete path from the root of the catalog to the leaf node in 

which the product item is found. As our process only defines leaf node mappings 

against the "Master Hierarchy" nodes, then, it is necessary to split the Hierarchy 

attribute of the item into all the different nodes it is composed of, and after that, it is 

possible to get the leaf node from the item hierarchy.  

5.5.1. Obtaining the Leaf Node of a Hierarchy 

The hierarchy of an item is stored into the database along with the rest of the item 

attributes from the CSV files. But hierarchy attributes differ from the rest of the 

attributes. That is, because they are structured following a JSON notation. This is an 

example of an item hierarchy in JSON: ""[""Dulces y Desayuno"", 

""Chocolates y bombones"", ""Chocolate sin azúcar""]"".  Due to this, 
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obtaining the leaf node of an item hierarchy is a difficult task. To accomplish it only 

SQL Server will be used.   

Firstly it is created the view "vw_NormalizedHierarchies" as follows:  

CREATE view [dbo].[vw_NormalizedHierarchies] as  
SELECT 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g1', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level1, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g2', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level2, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g3', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level3, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g4', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level4, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g5', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level5, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g6', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level6, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g7', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level7, 
 
nullif(LTRIM(RTRIM(REPLACE(REPLACE([mdq].[RegexExtract]([Hierarc
hyName],N'\"*?\[(?<g1>.*?)(?<g2>(,+.*?)?)(?<g3>(,+.*?)?)(?<g4>(,
+.*?)?)(?<g5>(,+.*?)?)(?<g6>(,+.*?)?)(?<g7>(,+.*?)?)(?<g8>(,+.*?
)?)\]', N'g8', 1 ),',',''),'"',''))),'') as level8,* 
FROM Items; 
 
The view uses regular expressions in order to split each node of the hierarchy. It also 

trims all the fields and sets to NULL blank fields. An output example of the view is given 

in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11.  Output example of the view "vw_NormalizedHierarchies". 

This view does not allow us to identify the last level of the hierarchy yet. Because of 

that, another one called "vw_NormalizedHierarchiesAndLastLevel" is needed 

to perform that task. Its implementation is as follows:  

CREATE view [dbo].[vw_NormalizedHierarchiesAndLastLevel] as 
select *, 
Coalesce 
 (Level8,Level7,Level6,Level5,Level4,Level3,Level2,Level1) 
 as LeafLevel, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2,' ',Level3,' ',Level4,' ',Level5,' 
',Level6,' ',Level7,' ',Level8) as WordsUp2Level8, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2,' ',Level3,' ',Level4,' ',Level5,' 
',Level6,' ',Level7) as WordsUp2Level7, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2,' ',Level3,' ',Level4,' ',Level5,' 
',Level6) as WordsUp2Level6, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2,' ',Level3,' ',Level4,' ',Level5) as 
WordsUp2Level5, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2,' ',Level3,' ',Level4) as 
WordsUp2Level4, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2,' ',Level3) as WordsUp2Level3, 
concat(Level1,' ',Level2) as WordsUp2Level2, 
(Level1) as WordsUp2Level1 
from [dbo].[vw_NormalizedHierarchies] 
 
This view adds to the output of "vw_NormalizedHierarchies" the leaf node value 

("LeafLevel"), and the concatenation of the nodes from the path to each of the levels. 

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show an example. 
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Figure 5.12.  Output example of vw_NormalizedHierarchies.  

 

Figure 5.13.  More attributes of the view vw_NormalizedHierarchies.  

With these views, it is successfully achieved the objective of getting the leaf member of 

an item Hierarchy, and also, it is obtained more useful pieces of information for the next 

steps of the process that are stored in "WordsUp2Level#" fields. For Example 

WordsUp2Level5 contains the concatenation of the nodes that have width less or 

equal to five. So WordsUp2Level5 is WordsUp2Level4 concatenated with the fifth 

node order by width.  

5.5.2. Master Hierarchy  

The database model analyzed in Chapter 4 has a specific table for the Master 

Hierarchy (MasterHierarchy) that must be filled before the mapping process. After 

finishing the hierarchies mapping process, detailed in the next Section, every product 

will be associated with a Master Hierarchy node.  

Let us recall that Master Hierarchy must satisfy some requirements.  
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1. Its nodes should be as detailed as possible (Let us recall that only leaf nodes 

will be mapped) in order to avoid that nodes with different meanings (for 

example, fruits and vegetables) are mapped to the same Master hierarchy 

node.   

2. The branches of the hierarchy should be related with the characteristics of the 

product-items.  

3. Should be an accepted standard by the Industry.  

The chosen MasterHierarchy has been the one provided by AECOC (Asociación 

Española de Fabricantes y Distribuidores) [14]. However, the Excel file in which it is 

offered has inconsistences, and it has been necessary to modify it in order to fit it into 

the database for its further use. 

The code to insert the AECOC hierarchy from a database table that represents the 

Excel file to our MasterHierarchy table is as follows:  

insert into MasterHierarchy (Name,ParentId,_level,Code)  
select Name, NULL, 1+round(len(Code)/3,0), Code from AecocFixed; 
update AecocFixed set Code= RTRIM(LTRIM(Code)); 
go 
update AecocFixed set ParentCode=RTRIM(LTRIM(ParentCode)) 
go 
update MasterHierarchy set Code=RTRIM(LTRIM(Code)); 
 
update MasterHierarchy set ParentId= 
(Select Id from MasterHierarchy m, AecocFixed a where 
RTRIM(LTRIM(m.Code))=RTRIM(LTRIM(a.ParentCode)) and 
a.code=MasterHierarchy.Code) 
	  	  
The content of the MasterHierarchy table can be seen in Figure 5.14.  
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Figure 5.14.  Example of the Master Hierarchy table content.  

5.5.3. Mapping Process 

As was mentioned in the introduction of Section 5.5. this process consists of the 

mapping between an item hierarchy leaf node and a Master Hierarchy node.  

Like the processes studied before the Hierarchy nodes mapping process has been 

developed under the Integration Services platform. Figure 5.15 shows the control flow 

of the process.  

 

Figure 5.15.  Control flow of the hierarchies mapping process.  
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The first task corresponds to the mapping process that will be studied later in this 

Section. The second task updates the Items from stg.ItemHierarchies, the stage 

table in which the results of the first task will be stored. Second task code:  

update  
  [dbo].[Items] 
set  
  [dbo].[Items].HierarchyWFStatus = 
[stg].[ItemHierarchies].HierarchyWFStatus, 
  [dbo].[Items].MHId = [stg].[ItemHierarchies].MHid 
from  
  [stg].[ItemHierarchies] inner join [dbo].[Items] on  
  [dbo].[Items].Id  = [stg].[ItemHierarchies].Id; 
go; 
delete from [stg].[ItemHierarchies]; 
  
Figure 5.16 shows the data flow of the Hierarchies Mapping Process prototype.  

 

Figure 5.16.  Data flow of the hierarchies mapping process.  
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1. "IncomingNewHierarchies": This task gets all items from Items with 

HierarchyWFStatus set to 0. This means, that the items have never been 

through the hierarchies Cataloging Process before.  

2. "ExistRelationMHDHRelationPublished": As has been seen in the Chapter that 

explains the model, there is a table, MHDHRelation that stores the mappings 

between the leaf item hierarchy nodes and the master hierarchy nodes. Hence, 

this task checks in that table if the last node (the leaf node) of the item hierarchy 

has been cataloged before. The lookup transformation configuration is shown in 

Figure 5.17. In case a rule has been found for that node, the item MHID (Master 

hierarchy node id) must be updated and the HierarchyWFStatus value must 

be set to 1. After that, the items are stored in the stage table 

stg.ItemHIerarchies. Items table will be updated with the new data 

contained in the stage table as explained before.   

  

 Figure 5.17.  Lookup transformation editor. 

3. In case that there is not any rule for an item, it keeps the Cataloging Process. 

"LookUp in Master Hierarchy" (Figure 5.18) looks up the item leaf node into all 

the master hierarchy nodes, in case that exists one equal, a new rule is created 

and stored in MHDHRelation with Type status updated to "Published" (Two 

exact nodes do not need expert validation). Otherwise, the item keeps the 

Cataloging Process.  
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 Figure 5.18.  LookUp in MasterHierarchy transformation editor. 

4. The next step of the Hierarchies Cataloging Process ("Fuzzy Suggestion") is a 

Fuzzy Lookup against the hierarchy node. Retrieving into MHId, the most 

similar coincidence. The Fuzzy Lookup has been configured as shows Figure 

5.19 and 5.20:  
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 Figure 5.19.  Fuzzy suggestion columns editor. 

  

 Figure 5.20.  Fuzzy suggestion advanced editor. 

5. Finally there is a new rule created from the Fuzzy Lookup results, and saved 

into MHDHRelation with the Type set to "Pending”, that means that an expert 

must validate that rule.  

  

 Figure 5.21.  Derived column expressions. 

  

 Figure 5.22. Mapping into MHDHRelation.   
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5.6. Identical Products Search Prototype 

As we already said, among the different sources there are identical products that need 

to be clustered. This process tries to accomplish that task.  

The implementation of this process consists only of a dataflow task that is shown in 

Figure 5.23. 

 

Figure 5.23.  Data flow task of identical products search prototype.   

1. "OLE DB Source":  This task gets all the product-items from the table Items 

that have not been clustered yet (product-items that have WFStatus set to 0).  

2. "Multicast 1": This task clones the incoming data. That means that all the 

incoming product-items are redirected to two different paths (specifically to step 

3 and step 10 in this case).  

3. "Fuzzy Lookup": This task performs a Fuzzy Lookup of every product item 

against the HItems table. For every item, this task will return a HItem cluster 
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identifier, proposed by the Fuzzy Lookup inside the TargetId field. It also 

returns the score of the similarity score in the field  _Similarity. 

4. "Multicast": Performs exactly the same task as the "Multicast 1" described in 

point 2 with the difference that this one redirects the data to the paths 

corresponding to steps 5 and 8.  

5. "Conditional Split 1": This task divides the data flow into two different paths 

depending on a determined condition. In this case, "Case 1" condition redirects 

the product-items with _Similarity > 0.5 to the derived column of step 6.  

All the product-items that do not satisfy that condition are redirected to the 

default output, which in this case is not connected to anything, so those 

product-items are discarded.  

  

Figure 5.24. "Conditional Split 1" Configuration.   

6. "Derived Column": Adds to the data flow the following parameters: 

CatObjectId and CatAlgorithmId. Both parameters are used to audit the 

execution of the process.  

 

Figure 5.25. "Derived Column" Configuration.   

7. "OLE DB Destination": Stores the results into CatResults table.  

8. "Aggregate": This task obtains the maximum of _Similarity of all the 

product-items grouping by Id. This task provides the similar behavior as a SQL 

"Group By" operation.  
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Figure 5.26. "Aggregate" configuration.   

9. "Conditional Split": redirects the product items with _Similarity < 0.5 to 

the next step of the process. 

 

Figure 5.27. "Conditional Split 1" Configuration.   

10. "Sort", "Sort 1": Both tasks are needed in order to perform the "Merge Join" that 

comes after them.  

11. "Merge Join": Performs an inner join by Id. See Figure 5.28.   

 

Figure 5.28. "Merge Join" configuration editor.   
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12. "Fuzzy Grouping": This task makes product items clusters depending on the 

fuzzy similarity metrics of each of the fields defined in the configuration. See 

Figure 5.29. 

 

Figure 5.29. "Fuzzy grouping" configuration editor.   

13. "Multicast 2": For debugging purposes only.  

14. "Derived Column 1": Same task as the "Derived Column" explained in step 6.  

15. "OLE DB Destination 1": As well as the first "OLE DB Destination" explained in 

point 7, this task stores the clustering proposals in the table CatResults.   
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6. Results and Conclusions 

Currently, the Product/Catalog Integration System is still under development. The 

prototype implemented for the Information Normalization stage (see Figure 3.2) has 

taught us that the development of a complete and functional Product/Catalog 

Integrations System with maximum performance (and minimum human effort) is a hard 

and expensive (in terms of money and time) task. However the prototype has 

demonstrated that the System is viable. Having that in mind, it has been decided to 

continue with the development of the System.  

On the one hand, the Information Retrieval stage (Figure 3.2) has been almost entirely 

developed as an independent project while the development of this one. However in 

the Information Retrieval project we have collaborated in the definition of the requisites, 

and aiding with the development of some scrapers.  

Today, the Information Retrieval System has 16 web-scrapers that are being executed 

daily. The following figure (Figure 6.1) shows the scrapers execution resume. 

 

Figure 6.1. Scrapers execution resume.  

The information retrieved from the scrapers has been used to test the prototype 

implemented for this project (see Chapter 5).   

More information of the Information Retrieval project could be found in the reference 

[7]. 
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Returning to this project, and to the Information Normalization Stage the status of the 

different processes is the following:  

• Brands Cataloging Process: The development of the prototype is finished. It 

also has been tested with real product-items (not simulated data). The 

conclusions obtained from this process are:  

o Most of brands are well written. But a small percentage has small 

differences in the writing (for example, "Bvulgary" and "Bulgary"). Maybe 

more specific algorithms (such as the Jaro-Winkler Distance) could fit 

better than the Fuzzy Lookup algorithm for this process.  

o It is not difficult for an expert to check if a brand is or not correct, and 

correct it if necessary. (The human labor in this process is easy). And 

the mistakes are almost every time the same, so the local rules table for 

this process reduce the experts considerably.  

• Formats Cataloging Process: The development of the prototype is finished. As 

well as the Brands Cataloging Process it has been tested with real product-

items.  

o Most of the formats are the same. From 100 incoming format values 

only 10- 20 are different (by each source). This simplifies the experts' 

task, and makes the local rules table indispensable.  

o In this case unlike in the Brands Cataloging Process, experts have 

found more difficult to validate the results even having previous masters 

of units and packagings.  

• Item Hierarchy Nodes Mapping: The development of the prototype is finished 

and it has been tested in order to prove that it works without errors or bugs. 

However it has not been tested with an expert in order to obtain conclusions.  

• Identical Product Search: The development of the process was finished. But the 

results were not as good as expected. The process returned to much false 

positive results (product clusters that have score higher than the thresholds 

when they are not similar in real life), because of that it is being developed 

another parallel project [16] that study different algorithms and technics in order 
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to improve the precision and recall (see Chapter 2) of the system. This fits 

perfectly with the requirement of the Discovery Process that says that could be 

more than one algorithm for the same cataloging-object.   

Finally it is important to mention the not technical conclusions obtained from the 

development of this project.  

Regarding to the data integration theory, it is obvious to see a lack of results in 

researches related with real data integration problems. Mainly, research papers are 

focused in very particular problems, for example duplicate detection, where results 

obtained from different algorithms are only applied to standard data domains such as 

addresses, or city names in order to compare their accuracy. Those algorithms with 

real unstructured and inhomogeneous data provide poor results. On the other hand, 

methods that use learning technics are hard to implement and do not show much better 

behaviors.  

Finally, technics that use ontologies have not demonstrated enough their capacity to fit 

into accurate and efficient cataloging systems. Mainly, this is due to the lack of 

products standards, or because the retailers rejection to use them. In Spain and other 

Spanish speaking countries this lack of standards is much bigger than in the Anglo-

Saxon world. The single standard that we have found (and that has been used for this 

project) has been the AECOC hierarchy for products [14], but it is not currently 

maintained, and in a few years it will be deprecated.  

One curiosity is that in Spain, supermarkets websites don't include the EAN code in the 

products pages (that identify unambiguously every product of the European Union). If 

these codes would be included, the duplicated detection problem would be resolved. 

Obviously this is not interesting for the supermarkets, but we have discovered that in 

some Latin-American countries (to which we have also developed scrapers) we have 

found a similar code, disappearing the identical product detection problem.   
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